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The program of the 13th edition of RemTech Expo is enriched by new themes related to the protection 
of the coasts and environmental sustainability in the ports. The experts talked about it at the meeting of 
the Technical Scientific Committee of COAST! 
 

This year RemTech Expo is enriched by moments of wide sharing of knowledge, know-how, excellence and 
opportunities for growth and business and it does so through one of the historical segments of the event, 
Coast. 
On February 5th, at the University of Bologna, the Scientific Technical Committee of the Coast theme met, 
with the coordination of Dr. Andrea Zamariolo and the brilliant co-management of Eng. Francesco 
Messineo (Authority of Port System of the Central Tyrrhenian Sea), in the presence of some of the leading 
national and international experts in the sector as well as representatives of the Institutions, Regions, 
Control Bodies, Port System Authorities, Associations, Ports, Interports, Universities, Bodies Research, and 
of course the companies. 
The Coast program will introduce new elements this year, regarding Circular Economy issues and the 
regulatory framework. There will also be opportunity for dialogue about coastal risk, warning systems, 
technologies for coastal protection, Smart Ports between monitoring, dredging, planning, works, 
shipyards, interports, blue growth, new skills, sustainability.  
There will also be good practices, narrated directly by the protagonists, research projects, technological 
innovations and positive "contaminations" with the lighthouse sessions in the field of knowledge of the 
territory, the General States of Geology and the General States of Engineering - Infrastructures and 
Works while and the National Conference of the University and Research will be the occasion to direct the 
attention towards the study and research activities, the new professionals the representation of 
international success cases related to the public and private sector. 
The Smart Ports Award and the new special prizes are included in the panel of activities in the inclusive 
and rewarding programming logic that aims to enhance and above all to replicate best practices. 
"Sustainability in ports goes through the comparison between the stakeholders, the identification of critical 
issues and the development of proposals for improvement" underlines Francesco Messineo at the end of 
the works. "The marinas have obviously different proportions compared to the Port Authority system, but 
they often find themselves managing situations that are comparable above all with regard to the subject of 
the management of dredged sediments", points out Roberto Perocchio, President of Assomarinas. 
"Transport center are increasingly sensitive areas from an environmental point of view to the transit and 
management of goods with an increasingly green vision" adds Marco Spinedi, President of the transport 
center of Bologna. "The research theme must represent a constant reference point and a clear and 
indispensable driver for the coasts and the sea" continues Paola del Negro Director of OGS. "The coasts can 
represent a real resource also in terms of skills and new professional skills" concludes Gabriele Ponzoni of 
the National Council of Geologists. The day closes with ample satisfaction, aims for growth and launching 
immediate actions aimed at building a proactive panel, expanding the players to the comparison table in 
the logic of inclusion and sharing, focal characteristics of protection, development, territorial and social 
progress. 
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